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Abstract
In this paper a de Sitter Space version of Black Hole Complementarity is formulated which states
that an observer in de Sitter Space describes the surrounding space as a sealed finite temperature
cavity bounded by a horizon which allows no loss of information. We then discuss the implications
of this for the existence of boundary correlators in the hypothesized dS/cft correspondence. We find
that dS complementarity precludes the existence of the appropriate limits. We find that the limits
exist only in approximations in which the entropy of the de Sitter Space is infinite. The reason that
the correlators exist in quantum field theory in the de Sitter Space background is traced to the fact
that horizon entropy is infinite in QFT.
1 The Complementarity Principle
Recent evidence suggests that we may live in a space-time that will asymptotically tend to de Sitter
Space. If this is so, it is important to understand how quantum gravity should be formulated in such a
geometry. Since de Sitter Space has an event horizon many of the questions that confused theorists about
the quantum theory of black holes become relevant to cosmology. Perhaps the most important lesson we
have learned from black hole quantum mechanics concerns the complementary way that dierent observers
describe events in the black hole environment. That together with the Holographic principle, the UV/IR
connection and the counting of black hole microstates is providing a new paradigm for the quantum
mechanics of horizons. It is therefore natural to try to apply them to de Sitter Space.
According to the Principle of Black Hole Complementarity [1] the horizon of a black hole may be
regarded by an external observer as an impenetrable thermal membrane which can absorb, thermalize and
reemit all information. The principle also says that a freely falling observer encounters nothing special
at the horizon. The principle has recieved strong support from the study of gravity in AdS space and its
equivalence to the boundary conformal eld theory. The horizon of a de Sitter Space is structurally very
similar to that of a black hole. A static patch of de Sitter Space is described by the metric
ds2 = R2
[
(1 − r2)dt2 − (1− r2)−1dr2 − r2d2Ω] : (1.1)















1− r2 : (1.3)
Note that as in the black hole case the local proper temperature formally diverges near the horizon. Next
let us consider the attempt by Strominger [2] to formulate a holographic description of de Sitter Space.
The proposal is inspired by the AdS/CFT duality and is based on the fact that the symmetries of de
Sitter Space act on the asymptotic boundary of de Sitter Space as conformal mappings. In particular
time-translation in the static patch is a dilatation that preserves a point p on the boundary. Ordinarily
this dilatation invariance would allow us to construct a local eld at p. Take any operator in the static
patch at time t. This operator does not have to be a local bulk operator. Now use time translation to
translate it back in time toward t = −1. From the boundary point of view this is a dilation which should
shrink the support of the operator to a point. One of the key assumptions of the ds/CFT correspondence
is that the matrix elements of such an operator behave like
exp γt (1.4)
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where the real part of γ is positive. Factoring o this exponential leaves a set of matrix elements that are
assumed to dene local eld operators in the boundary CFT. In what follows it will be shown that the
assumption of eq. (1.4) must be wrong and that no local eld is dened by the above procedure.
2 Correlations in QFT
As an example we will follow Bousso, Maloney and Strominger who consider a massive scalar eld  in
2 + 1 dimensional de Sitter Space. Straightforward study of the wave equation shows that correlation
functions behave like eq. (1.4) with
γ = H  i
√
m2 −H2 (2.1)
where H is the Hubble parameter proportional to 1=R. As a particular example consider the two-point
function h(t)(t0)i where both points are evaluated at the spatial point r = 0. Eq. (1.4) together with
time translation invariance in the static patch imply that the correlation function behaves like
h(t)(t0)i  exp−γjt− t0j: (2.2)
Evidently the correlator exponentially tends to zero with large time separation in the static patch.
3 Correlations for Systems of Finite Entropy
The exponential decay of correlations has an interesting explanation from the point of view of the thermal
cavity picture. It’s a general property of correlation functions in thermal equilibrium that they exponen-
tially die o with large time. Typically the coecient in the exponential is some dissipation coecient.
The de Sitter Space correlation functions are simply reflecting the phenomena of dissipation in a thermal
bath. However, as we shall see, this is only true if the thermal bath has innite entropy. For example
this would be the case for an innite heat bath. For a closed system of nite entropy the behavior is
much more complicated at asymptotic times. The essential point is that any quantum system with nite
thermal entropy must have a discrete spectrum. This is because the entropy is essentially the logarithm of
the number of states per unit energy. Thus if we believe that the entropy is nite and that it has the usual
statistical meaning, the spectrum must be discrete. Let us now consider a general nite closed system
described by a thermal density matrix and a thermal correlator of the form
F (t) = hA(0)A(t)i = 1
Z
Tre−βHA(0)eiHtA(0)e−iHt: (3.1)








For simplicity we will assume that the operator A has no matrix elements connecting states of equal
energy. This means that the time average of F vanishes.







dtF (t)F (t) (3.3)







where the delta function is dened to be zero if the argument is non-zero and 1 if it is zero. The long
time average L is obviously non-zero and positive. Thus it is not possible for the correlator F (t) to tend
to zero as the time tends to innity and the limits required by the dS/CFT correspondence can not exist.
The value of the long time average for such nite systems can be estimated and it is typically of order
exp−S where S is the entropy of the system. This observation allows us to understand why it tends to
zero in the (bulk) QFT approximation. In studying QFT in the vicinity of a horizon it is well known
that the entropy is UV divergent. This is due to the enormous number of short wave length modes near
the horizon. Any phenomenon which crucially depends on the niteness of horizon entropy will be gotten
wrong by the approximation of QFT in a xed background. How exactly do the correlations behave in the
long time limit? The most probable answer is not that they uniformly approach constants given by the
long time averages. The expected behavior is that they fluctuate chaotically. A large fluctuation which
reduces the entropy by amount S has probability exp−S. Thus we can expect large fluctuations in the
correlators at intervals of order exp S. These fluctuations are closely related to the classical phenomenon
of Poincare recurrences. In the appendix to this paper a numerical study of such correlations is presented
for nite systems with random matrix Hamiltonians. It is found that the large time behavior of correlators
is chaotic "noise" with the long time average given by
L  e−2S : (3.5)
Does this mean that an exact dS/CFT correspondence can not exist? This is not entirely clear. Let’s
suppose that the CFT is something like a Euclidean version of a gauge theory and that the correspondence
is similar to the AdS/CFT case. Quantities associated with the bulk would be described by nonlocal objects
such as Wilson loops of nite size; the larger the wilson loop the further the corresponding point from
the past boundary. A correlator at two times would be related to the product of concentric Wilson loops.
Now in the usual case the local gauge invariant operators such as the energy momentum tensor can be
obtained in terms of shrinking Wilson loops. The argument given in this paper is that the limit in which
one of the loops shrinks to zero can not exist but instead must fluctuate in endless Poincare recurrences.
Can a gauge theory behave this way and can it form a representation of the conformal group? Perhaps but
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it would certainly be a very unfamiliar kind of theory. Another point concerns the implications for string
theory in de Sitter Space. If boundary correlators made any sense they would be the natural candidates
for computables in string theory much in the same way that string theory denes observables in AdS. The
non-existence of these correlators raises the question of what objects string theory can dene in de Sitter
Space. At the moment there is no answer to this question. Finally we should point out that the magnitude
of the chaotic eects that we have discussed is of order exp−S = exp−A=4G where A is the horizon area
of de Sitter Space. This has the form of a non-perturbative eect in the gravitational coupling. Maldacena
[3] has discussed very similar eects for eternal black holes in AdS and has suggested that they arise from
non-perturbative sums over space-time topology. This may also be possible in de Sitter Space.
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5 Appendix
As an illustration of the late times behavior of systems with nite entropy, we will construct a model
and numerically explore its behavior at large times. We will study the thermal correlators of operators A
given by the functional form of a scalar eld  that would behave for large times as in equation (1.2) if
the energy spectrum were continuous. The forms Aij are then directly related to a Fourier transform of
this eld, with the energy dierences Ei − Ej as its argument, and γ as a parameter.
We model the nite entropy system by constructing a nite square matrix of random elements with a
normal (Gaussian) distribution and using the eigenvalues of this matrix as the energy levels of the thermal
system. The standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution reflects in the density of the spacing of these
energy levels. We will assume that the thermal bath satises an entropy-temperature relationship that
would be consistent with a deSitter space
S = 14piGT 2
where the entropy is given by S = −Trlog for the thermal density matrix . The entropy is seen to
increase as the matrix size increases. The time dependence of the absolute value of the correlator as given
in equation 3.2 can then be examined.
As the entropy increases, the amplitude of signicant recurrences within a given time frame was seen
to decrease, as illustrated in the rst set of diagrams (Figures 1 a,b,and c) for matrix sizes N=5, 10,
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Figure 1: Large time behavior of correlation functions for (a) N=5, (b) N=10 and (c) N=20
and 20 respectively. The scale of recurrence of signicant fluctuation above the background fluctuations
was seen to increase roughly proportionally to eS , however, the time scale for signicant fluctuations
above a xed absolute magnitude was found to take signicantly longer. This is demonstrated in the next
set of graphs (Figures 2 and 3). These graphs for matrix size N=20 demonstrate that fluctuations of































Figure 3: Correlation recurrences for N=20: (a) 50%, (b) 70%
order 0.4 are seen to occur on time scales of roughly 104 units, fluctuations of order 0.5 on time scales of
106, and fluctuations of order 0.7 on time scales of 108. Such xed order fluctuations are found to have
recurrence times that increase very rapidly with the size of the fluctuation, apparently without bound
as the fluctuation approaches unity. The next graph (Figure 4) demonstrates the recurrence time for
signicant xed size fluctuations as a function of the size of the fluctuation for an N=10 system. The
numerical dependence of these late time fluctuations upon the various time scales was explored in an








Average Recurrence Time vs Correlation Cut
Figure 4: Recurrence time as a function of absolute size of fluctuations
scale H and scalar mass m) are held xed, there are several statistical time scales which might be relevant
to the recurrences; the entropy timescale eS , the inverse range in energy eigenvalues dened for the thermal
system 1=E, and the inverse of the average energy spacing between the levels N=E, along with various
combinations of the time scales. As one increases the matrix size, the entropy variable increases almost
proportionally eS  N .
If one explores the recurrence time for scaled fluctuations above the average fluctuation level, this
would be expected to scale in some way with the size of the system. Numerically, one nds that the size of
a 100% fluctuation in the correlation function above the average fluctuation level decreases as anticipated
from the rst set of gures, with a functional dependence on the entropy time parameter SStimeeS
as shown in the next gure (Figure 5). This directly demonstrates a decrease in the size of the scaled





Recurrence cuts vs N
Figure 5: Recurrence of fluctuations of double background size
fluctuations as the entropy parameter increases. There was only one statistically signicant dependency
for the average recurrence time for 100% scaled fluctuations (above average fluctuation levels) relative
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to the microscopic time parameter determined by the maximal energy level dierence multiplied by the
matrix size, which was seen to linearly depend on the entropy time parameter as shown in the next gure
(Figure 6): This means that relative scale recurrences had a period that was proportional to eS .





Av recurrence time * N/leveltime vs SStime
Figure 6: Double background fluctuations recurrence times vs Entropy timescale
There was little correspondence found between xed cut large recurrences and time scales related to
the microscopic energy variables. However, a signicant dependence was found for dependence upon the
variable eS . This dependency is illustrated in the next diagram (Figure 7), which plots the log of the
average recurrence time as a function of the entropy timescale parameter SStime for a xed recurrence of
greater than 0.4. This functional form implies that the period of such xed recurrences increases with the




Log Av recurrance time vs SStime





for a system in this canonical ensemble. Thus, large xed sized fluctuations recur in a much greater time
scale than do the relative scaled recurrences.
As a nal consideration, the long time average L from Equation 3.4. The functional dependency of
L is displayed in the nal diagram (Figure 8), which shows the logarithm of the long time average as a







Log[Long Time Average] vs Entropy
Figure 8: Behavior of the log of the long time average as a function of the entropy
function of the entropy for a particular set of random matrices. This numerical result is consistent with
the form L  e−2S , as previously stated.
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